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Introduction  

Recent events in the UK relating to xenophobia, radicalism and radical right extremism suggest 

that racial and societal tensions are not going away any time soon. At the time of this report’s 

completion in March of 2023, expressions of polarisation, stigmatisation and racialisation 

emerged in the UK’s public life that have emboldened xenophobic, radical movements. First, 

and during the last weeks of February 2023, UK white supremacists1 targeted a hotel housing 

asylum seekers in Knowsley – resulting in a riot between police and local people.2 Secondly, and 

in reaction to book reading sessions under the initiative ‘Drag Queen Story Hour’, a wider 

campaign by UK radical right extremists was sparked in response with many key groups 

protesting against LGBTQ+ rights outside libraries up and down the UK.3 Thirdly, a record rise 

in migrants attempting to cross the channel has led to further mobilisations by radical-right 

organisations and solo-actors, who see such crossings as part of a broader “invasion”. Both 

culturally and racially nationalist groups Britain First and Patriotic Alternative have been 

ratcheting up their rallies outside such centres in response.4 Meanwhile, in late 2022, one 

individual actually set fire to asylum accommodation in Dover before taking his own life shortly 

after.5 

Likewise, neo-Nazism in the UK continues to inspire individuals to accelerate a ‘race war’ 

through violent means, as made clear in the most recent in a series of court cases. 20 far-right 

sympathisers were convicted of terrorist offences in 2022 alone and 49% of all terror arrests in 

the year to September 2022 were linked to suspected extreme right-wing terrorism.6 Such cases 

– also joined by solo-actor attempts7 – were symptomatic of a broader coalescing of individuals 

around an international radical right extremist terror ideology – sometimes dubbed as the 

accelerationist creed of ‘Siege Culture’ - who’s clandestine nature on dark social media and dark 

 
1 Racial nationalism here is used to signify the ideology of white supremacists and white nationalist in the 
UK. For more on this typology, see: Bjørgo, T. and Ravndal, J.A., ‘Extreme-Right Violence and Terrorism: 
Concepts, Patterns, and Responses’, ICCT Policy Brief, September 2019, online at: 
https://icct.nl/app/uploads/2019/09/Extreme-Right-Violence-and-Terrorism-Concepts-Patterns-and-
Responses-4.pdf. 
2 Halliday, J., ‘Rotherham Muslims launch ‘guardian’ group after far-right threats’, The Guardian, 29 
January 2020, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/jan/29/rotherham-muslims-
launch-guardian-group-after-far-right-threats.  
3 Sabbagh, D., ‘Campaigners fear far-right 'defence' of statues such as Churchill's’, The Guardian, 10 June 
2020, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/jun/10/far-right-protesters-plan-defence-of-
statues-such-as-churchills.  
4 Dathan, M. & Kennedy, D., ‘Migrant Hunts  Double in One Year’, The Times, 17 February 2022, 
online at: https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/migrant-hunts-double-in-one-year-9rjf8p82c.  
5 BBC News, ‘Dover migrant centre attack: Firebomber died of asphyxiation, inquest told’, 8 November 
2022, online at: https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-kent-63552462.  
6 Hope Not Hate, ‘State of Hate 2023: Rhetoric, Race and Resentment’, February 2023, p. 59 online at: 
https://hopenothate.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/state-of-hate-2023-v7-1.pdf.  
7 Ibid., PP. 60 & 61 for examples. 
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chat forums poses an increasing challenge for policymakers and law enforcement in the UK and 

elsewhere due to the terrorist potential therein.8 

The wider context of these interventions and activities by radical right (and Islamist) extremist 

groups are covered in this bi-annual review. This includes discussion of the continuing 

‘mainstreaming’ of racist and xenophobic views in both major UK parties, as well as the 

developing actions to address and counter it. An essential backdrop to these developments were 

anti-government and anti-authority sentiments stirred up during the COVID-19 pandemic that 

has seen the established radical right and the conspiracist fringe join forces on the streets in 

several cities in the UK to voice their opposition to the UK governments interventions. Sparsely 

attended during the pandemic period, 2022 saw a rise in street protests that is, at present, the 

biggest threat posed by the organised far right. As COVID-19 lockdown restrictions were lifted 

the movement has returned to the streets in a concerted and meaningful way, focusing on a 

range of issues. Moreover, with the cost-of-living crisis becoming increasingly severe, mistrust 

in mainstream politics growing, an energetic, committed and sometimes violent far-right 

movement ready to exploit the situation.9 This has resulted in a rise of ‘lone actor’ vigilantes and 

more radical, often street-based, movements to fill the void. The responses by the UK 

government, political parties, and policy practitioners are all central considerations in what 

follows; no less than six recommendations for practical action to counter rising xenophobia and 

radicalism can be found at the end of the conclusion to this report.  

1. Overview of Legislation Protecting Minorities 

The UK has a large array of legislation to combat racial and religious discrimination. Although 

also cast into some uncertainty by the actions of elite policymakers in the UK at the time of 

writing,10 the United Kingdom remains a signatory to the European Charter of Fundamental 

Human Rights, and has also acceded to all international agreements protecting the rights of 

minority populations in Europe. While codified rights for subjects are not enshrined in the 

constitution (that is, a single, authoritative document like in the United States), a number of 

authoritative charters and statutes govern democratic relations; including the landmark Magna 

Carta (1215) and the Bill of Rights (1689), through to the Great Reform Act (1832) and more recent 

the Human Rights Act (1998). The latter initiative has helped enshrine certain political, civil and 

social rights in the UK over the last generation, while providing a key form of protection for 

ethnic and religious minorities. 

Focusing more closely upon anti-discrimination measures, the UK has a number of legal 

initiatives to combat religious and racial hatred, discrimination against sexual, religious and 

racial minorities, and hate crime. Introduced under the Labour Prime Minister, James 

Callaghan, perhaps the most important Parliamentary Act to deal with racial discrimination is 

the 1976 Race Relations Act, which prohibits discrimination based on a person’s colour, race, 

 
8 For more on this, see: Thorleifsson, C. & Düker, J., ‘Lone Actors in Digital Environments’, European 
Commission: Radicalisation Awareness Network, online at: https://home-
affairs.ec.europa.eu/system/files/2021-10/ran_paper_lone_actors_in_digital_environments_en.pdf.  
9 Mulhall, J. , ‘A Post-Organisational Far Right?’, Hope Not Hate, 2018, online at: 
https://www.hopenothate.org.uk/research/state-of-hate-2018/online-radicalisation/post-organisational-
far-right/.  
10 Elgot, J., ‘Tory MPs to push for UK exit from European convention on human rights’, The Guardian, 5 
February 2023, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2023/feb/05/tory-mps-to-push-for-uk-
exit-from-european-convention-of-human-rights.  
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nationality, ethnic or national origin.11 Furthermore, grounds for prosecuting acts of 

discrimination against racial and religious minorities were enhanced in 2006 with the adoption 

of the Racial and Religious Hatred Act, making it an offence to stir up hatred against persons 

on racial or religious grounds.12 The 1976 Race Relations Act was, however, later subsumed and 

superseded by the 2010 Equality Act, which introduced nine key protected characteristics: age, 

disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, 

religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation. This helped to harmonise fully nine previous pieces 

of legalisation in order to protect individuals from discrimination based on sex, age, religious 

belief, and disability.13 The net effect was to legislate against both direct and indirect 

discrimination, harassment and victimisation; including public and private places of work, but 

also leisure and travel. 

Looking more specifically at safeguards against specific acts of discrimination, the 1986 Public 

Order Act, the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and the Criminal Justice Act 2003 all have 

provisions against racial and religious harassment and hate crime. In terms of the former, 

Section 5 of the Public Order Act outlaws the use of threatening (or abusive) words or behaviour, 

as well as writing, signs or any other visible representation, which is threatening (or abusive).14 

Moreover, Sections 18 and 19 of the Public Order Act stipulates that offences or written materials 

intended to stir up racial hatred, or that which has a likelihood of stirring up racial hatred, is 

outlawed.15 In terms of the latter, Sections 28-32 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 and Sections 

145 and 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 allow prosecutors to apply for an uplift in sentence 

for those convicted of a hate crime.16 

During the period under review, there were no substantial changes in anti-discrimination 

legislation in the UK. This did not, however, stop an appetite for reform to, and expansion of, 

anti-discrimination law; both nationally and in the UK’s devolved Scottish, Welsh and Northern 

Ireland law-making bodies. The advent of Black Lives Matters protests in the UK in 2020 saw 

Boris Johnson’s government extend his ‘levelling up’ agenda for Black, Asian and Minority 

Ethnic (BAME) communities.17 Despite a commission on race and ethnic disparities being put 

together to review health, education, criminal justice and employment for BAME community 

members, little is known, however, about whether this will lead to concrete policies or 

guidelines to elevate the chances of BAME communities in the UK.18 Such attempts mirror the 

‘life chances’ agenda of the UK’s previous Prime Minister, Theresa May.19 On a slightly different 

 
11 UK Government. Race Relations Act (1976), online at: 
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1976/74/enacted. 
12 UK Government. Racial and Religious Hatred Act (2006), online at:  
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/1/contents. 
13 UK Government. Equality Act (2010), online at: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents. 
14 UK Government. Public Order Act (1986), Section 5, online at: 
www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/64/section/5. 
15 UK Government. Public Order Act (1986), online at: www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1986/64.  
16 UK Crown Prosecution Service. ‘Hate Crime’, online at: www.cps.gov.uk/hate-crime.   
17 Tolhusrt, A., ‘Boris Johnson says his ‘levelling up’ agenda will tackle racial inequality in wake of Black 
Lives Matters protests,’ Politics Home, 9 June 2020, online at: 
https://www.politicshome.com/news/article/boris-johnson-says-his-levelling-up-agenda-will-help-
tackle-racial-inequality-in-wake-of-black-lives-matters-protests. 
18 UK Government, ‘Commission on Race and Ethnic Disparities’, Press Release, 16 July 2020, online at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/commission-on-race-and-ethnic-disparities-16-july-2020. 
19 BBC News, ‘UK must act against race inequality, Theresa May says’, 10 October 2017, online at: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-41560927. 
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note, and at the UK’s central Westminster parliament, debates raged also about the legislation 

concerning the ability of transgender people to self-identify as such.20 After a period of public 

consultation, however, no legislation was brought forward and transgender people will still need 

medical evidence of transition to another gender to be legally certified as such.21 On a more 

positive note (and at variance from the UK’s Westminster Parliament), on 22 December 2022, 

the Scottish Parliament passed legislation to allow self-recognition of gender without medical 

diagnosis of gender dysphoria.22 Using Section 35 of the UK’s 1998 Scotland Act, however, the 

UK’s Westminster government blocked the bill from coming into law – citing the legislation’s 

consequences for the operation of UK wide equalities protections.23 Finally, 2020 saw the 

tortuous passage of a new Hate Crime and Public Order Bill by the Scottish Government. Again, 

however, concerns over attempts to lower the legal threshold for hate crimes - through a new 

“stirring up hatred” offence - were heavily criticised by free speech groups, meaning that the Bill 

(introduced in April 2020) has had a delayed gestation that might signal such legislation being 

dead on arrival.24 

2. Law enforcement procedures protecting minorities & curtailing extremism 

The main safeguards against discrimination in everyday life and the workplace in the UK are 

the Equalities and Human Rights Commission and Tribunals Service. The former was set up on 

1 October 2007 with particular powers to challenge discrimination, promote equality of 

opportunity and protect human rights.25 It was created out of three pre-existing equality 

organisations (the Commission for Racial Equality, the Disability Rights Commission and the 

Equal Opportunities Commission) and operates independently from the UK Government.26 The 

latter service houses key institutions for recourse against discrimination within the workplace 

and against the state. In particular, Employment Tribunals and Asylum and Immigration 

Tribunals provide key legal fora for individuals feeling unfairly discriminated against based 

upon their religious, racial or ethnic background.27 

While hate crime is systematically recorded by a number of police constabularies, there still 

remains concerns with systemic underreporting and differences in recording practices across 

the UK. In the period under study, for example, the Police and Crime Commissioner for 

Wiltshire Police suggested that, while official figures released in March 2021 a 9% increase in 

 
20 For more information, see this House of Commons Briefing Note (Number 08969, 22 July 2020): 
https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/cbp-8969/. 
21 Murphy, S. & Brooks, L., ‘UK government drops gender self-identification plan for trans people’, The 
Guardian, 22 September 2020, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/society/2020/sep/22/uk-
government-drops-gender-self-identification-plan-for-trans-people. 
22 Scottish Government, ‘Gender Recognition Reform Bill passed’, 22 December 2022, online at: 
https://www.gov.scot/news/gender-recognition-reform-bill-passed/.  
23 Crerar, P,. & Brooks, L., ‘Rishi Sunak blocks Scotland’s gender recognition legislation’, The Guardian, 16 
January 2023, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/jan/16/rishi-sunak-blocks-scotlands-
gender-recognition-legislation. 
24 Paton, C., ‘Changes to Scottish Hate Crime Bill 'under active consideration'’, The Scotsman, 27 October 
2020, online at: https://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/changes-scottish-hate-crime-bill-under-
active-consideration-3016666.  
25 Equality and Human Rights Commission. ‘Who we are’, online at: 
www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/about-us/who-we-are.   
26 Ibid. 
27 HM Courts and Tribunals Service. ‘About Us’, online at: 
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hm-courts-and-tribunals-service/about#our-tribunals.   
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hate crimes nationally, Wiltshire saw only a 4% increase. 28 Moreover, under-reporting was also 

noted at the sub-national level by Cumbria’s Police force  - with Cumbria Constabulary’s hate 

crime lead noting that – despite record high figures nationally – local figures were still relatively 

low.29 Looking more broadly and analytically, a lack of trust and confidence in the police is also a 

sizeable factor among minority communities in the UK more generally.30 Moreover, comparisons 

between officially collated figures and the Crime Survey for England and Wales (CSEW) also 

highlight the issue. Between March 2018 to March 2020, for example, 190,000 hate crimes were 

reported on the basis of race, religion, gender, disability, gender identity and sexual orientation. 

This is compared with the 105,090 hate crime offences recorded nationally by the police.31 

Finally, the patchwork nature of hate crime statistics and how they are gathered in the UK 

sometimes makes it hard to ascertain the scale of the problem. In recent years, there has been 

criticism of intransigence by the UK government and police forces in recognising gender-

based,32 ageist,33 disablist34 and transgender hate crime.35  

Turning from official reporting of hate crimes to court cases, we have seen an increase – during 

the reporting period – of sentences being awarded on the basis of hate crime offences in UK 

court. In UK Crown Prosecution Service’s (CPS) Q4 2021-2022 reporting period, the CPS data 

summary states that the proportion of hate crime convictions that saw a recorded sentence 

‘uplift’ increased to 81% in Q4 2021/22, from 79% in 2020/21 and 77% in 2019/20.36 This has 

resulted from a sustained effort to improve the CPS’s quality of case work through meeting a 

55% target in announced and recorded sentence ‘uplifts’ due to hate crimes set by the CPS in 

 
28 Wiltshire and Swindon PCC, ‘PCC concerned hate crime offences are significantly under-reported’, 
October 2021, online at: https://www.wiltshire-pcc.gov.uk/my-office/opcc-news/2021/october-
2021/pcc-concerned-hate-crime-offences-are-significantly-under-reported/.  
29 Rawlinson, O., ‘Police say hate crimes 'underreported' after figures rise in Cumbria’, News & Star, 12 
October 2022, online at: https://www.newsandstar.co.uk/news/23040777.police-say-hate-crimes-
underreported-figures-rise-cumbria/.  
30 Skellington, D., ‘Race and hate crime go unreported because people believe police will do little’, 
Open University, 20 May 2014, online at: www.open.edu/openlearn/people-politics-law/politics-
policy-people/society-matters/race-and-hate-crime-go-unreported-because-people-believe-police-
will-do-little. 
31 UK Home Office, ‘Hate crime, England and Wales, 2019 to 2020’, Gov.UK Website, online at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/hate-crime-england-and-wales-2019-to-2020/hate-
crime-england-and-wales-2019-to-2020#police-recorded-hate-crime.  
32 Grierson, J., ‘Misogyny 'should become a hate crime in England and Wales'’, The Guardian, 23 September 
2020, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/law/2020/sep/23/misogyny-hate-crime-england-wales-
law-commission 
33 Grierson, J., ‘Review of UK hate crime law to consider misogyny and ageism’, The Guardian, 16 October 
2018, online at: https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/oct/16/review-of-uk-hate-law-to-consider-
misogyny-and-ageism. 
34 Bowcott, O., ‘Victims of disability hate crime are still being let down, report claims’, The Guardian, 
21 May 2015, online at: www.theguardian.com/society/2015/may/21/disability-hate-crime-police-
probation-prosecutors-failing-victims-report-claims. 
35 Butcher, R., ‘More than a third of all trans people suffered hate crimes in 2017, research suggests’, 
The Independent, 19 January 2018, online at: www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/trans-hate-
crimes-stats-figures-2017-more-than-third-a8166826.html.   
36 UK Crown Prosecution Service, ‘CPS data summary Quarter 4 2021-2022’, online at: 
https://www.cps.gov.uk/publication/cps-data-summary-quarter-4-2021-
2022#:%7E:text=Overall%2C%20the%20volume%20of%20police,to%208805%20in%202021%2D2022.   
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2016 – as part of their 2017-2020 Hate Crime Strategy.37 Looking further into the data, however, 

a more mixed picture emerges for the current reporting period. Since 2016/17 to 2020/21 the 

number of annual prosecutions has been falling with 2019/20 representing the largest 

percentage decrease in that period.38 The CPS also reported that in Q4 2021/22, there was a 10% 

decrease on the previous year in the number cases received by the police compared to the 

previous year.39 The cases went from 10,969 in 2020/21 to 9,836 in 2021/22. Finally, the total 

percentage of convictions vs. non-convictions has increased slightly steady (from 81.9% to 83.3% 

Quarter on Quarter at the end of 2022), with completed convictions slightly increasing also (by 

4.1% on the previous Quarter).40 

Moving from hate crimes to acts of terrorism and extremism, the UK has robust procedures for 

identifying individuals on the road to radicalisation and more downstream measures to 

proscribe terrorist organisations. Part of the UK government’s CONTEST counter-terrorism 

strategy, Prevent allows for a multi-sector response to individuals referred to them.41 

Participation in the Channel process - as part of this - is voluntary and individuals are often 

paired with a mentor as well as mental health, employment and housing experts to provide a 

holistic solution out of extremism; not just tackling the ideological basis of their extremist 

engagement but also social, economic and psychological push and pull factors that informed 

their choice to go down a particular radical pathway in there first place.42 Added to this, there 

are non-governmental de-radicalisation programmes (such as EXIT UK) – mainly run by former 

extremists – that provide training, education and mentorship services.43  

Prevent has been widely criticised for stigmatising the Muslim community and has recently 

been put under independent review.44 Despite public debates that have shown the toxicity of 

the Prevent ‘brand’, opinion polls actually show strong support for the programme (58% in 

favour in 2020)45 and it is often cited by international bodies as a gold standard in government 

programmes to prevent violent extremism.46 Moreover, and as Channel caseloads show for the 

second year running,47 radical right extremism outstrips Islamist extremism as one of the 

 
37 UK Crown Prosecution Service, ‘Hate Crime Strategy, 2017-2020’, online at: 
https://www.cps.gov.uk/sites/default/files/documents/publications/CPS-Hate-Crime-Strategy-2020-
Feb-2018.pdf, p. 3. 
38 UK Crown Prosecution Service, ‘CPS data summary Quarter 4 2020-2021’, online at: 
https://www.cps.gov.uk/publication/cps-data-summary-quarter-4-2020-2021.  
39 Ibid. 
40 UK Crown Prosecution Service, ‘CPS data summary Quarter 4 2021-2022’, online at: 
https://www.cps.gov.uk/publication/cps-data-summary-quarter-4-2021-
2022#:%7E:text=Overall%2C%20the%20volume%20of%20police,to%208805%20in%202021%2D2022.   
41 For more on the UK’s CONTEST strategy, see: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counter-
terrorism-strategy-contest.  
42 See this Channel case study as an example: https://www.gov.uk/government/case-studies/the-channel-
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“fastest growing problems” for counter-terror officials in the UK.48 This has been shown in 

relation to several high profile cases of solo-actor and groupuscular radical right extremists 

being caught in the planning stages of a terror attack and has given the UK the infamous mantle 

of seeing highest number of radical right extremist terror attacks and plots in Europe in 2019, 

according to Europol’s figures.49 Moreover, it was also joined by a metastising incel-inflected 

terrorism picture during the reporting period, with a sharp uptick in referral cases to the UK 

Prevent counter-terror programme from 2021-2022.50 

Finally, and on the note of discriminatory practices in law enforcement, one sizeable story that 

has been debated in the reporting period is the trial use of facial recognition technology and 

stop and search techniques in the UK. In March 2020, for example, the UK’s Equalities and 

Human Rights Commission pleaded with police forces and the UK Home Office to halt the 

public use of facial recognition technology as it was deemed to amplify racial discrimination 

and stifle free expression.51 In particular, evidence has been found that because the technology 

has mainly be trained on Caucasian faces the algorithms used in identification 

“disproportionately misidentify black people and women” and therefore potentially “replicate 

and magnify patterns of discrimination in policing”.52 Such an issue came to a head in summer 

of 2020 when police were warned not to use facial recognition at UK Black Lives Matter protests 

due to such inaccuracies.53 Turning to the second issue of stop and search, a wave of debates on 

the issue of police halting minorities for suspected criminal activity crested again in the UK 

amidst broader BLM activity. In October 2020, for example, the Metropolitan Police were found 

to have incurred multiple errors while using the practice,54 and – in the same month – statistics 

released by the UK’s Office for National Statistics showed that black people were eighteen times 

more likely to be stopped under Section 60 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994.55 

3. Social attitudes towards immigrants, foreign nationals, and various ethnic minorities 
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Much recent scholarship in the UK has been devoted to focusing upon xenophobia and its links 

to so-called ‘trigger events’ during the reporting period. In November 2019, a study by Cardiff 

University’s HateLab found that 2013 Woolwich terror attacks, 2016 EU Referendum and 

subsequent 2017 terror attacks led to an increased hate speech online and hate crimes offline – 

mainly in the 24-48 hour window after such events.56 Moreover, another earlier study came to 

similar conclusions – suggesting that the EU referendum led to a significant increase in hate 

crimes equivalent to the Manchester and London terror attacks, controlling for other factors.57 

In addition, a London-focused criminological study found that online anti-Black and anti-

Muslim hate crime in the post-Brexit era were predictors of racially and religiously aggravated 

hate crimes in the offline world.58 Finally, this maps onto qualitative findings of studies into 

hate crime published during the moment prior period under consideration – suggesting that 

Donald Trump’s presidency and ISIS-inspired terrorist attacks in European countries such as 

France, Germany, Sweden also played a part in anti-immigrant hate crime attacks.59 

Looking more broadly at xenophobic attitudes in the UK during the reporting period, figures 

published by the World Values Survey found that negative perceptions of immigration and its 

importance as an issue have actually decreased until the end of the reporting period. In fact, 

positive feelings toward migrants from other EU states and outside the EU rose markedly in the 

UK – in 2009, 65% of Britons thought that when jobs are scarce, employers should give priority 

to people of this country over immigrants but this has since more than halved, to 29% in 2022 
60 – whilst the UK (21%) is least likely to think immigration increases unemployment – far behind 

countries including Germany (36%) and Australia (36%) and the US (33%).).61 This may be 

unsurprising in light of the more authoritarian and right-wing populist line adopted on 

immigration first by Theresa May and Boris Johnson since the June 2016 EU Referendum result 

and the promise of “taking back control” of the UK’s border subsequent to the referendum 

result. Reported attitudes towards the EU itself in recent years have also started to differ with 

recent voting patterns, with a plurality (57%) wishing to re-join the EU and 43% of respondents 

wishing to remain apart from it.62 The explanation lies in the views expressed by those who did 

not vote (i.e. younger cohorts coming of voting age). They were more than twice as likely to say 

they would have backed Remain as they were to state they preferred Leave.63 
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Turning to the theme of anti-Muslim prejudice in British society more broadly, several opinion 

polls conducted in the period under review have fleshed out trends regarding anti-Muslim 

prejudice. In January 2022, a poll of over 1,667 people conducted by the University of 

Birmingham found that 25.9% of the British public felt negatively towards Muslims when 

compared to 8.5% for Jewish people, 6.4% for black people, and 8.4% for white people.64 For 

example, Support for prohibiting all Muslim migration to the UK is 4-6% higher for Muslims 

than it is for other ethnic and religious groups (18.1% support) and Britons are almost three 

times more likely to hold prejudiced views of Islam than they are of other religions (21.1% of 

British people wrongly believe Islam teaches its followers that the Qur’an must be read ‘totally 

literally’).65 Moreover, in a separate study conducted by the UK anti-fascist collective, Hope not 

Hate, 30% of the 20,000 respondents believed it probably or definitely true that “parts of many 

European cities are under the control of Sharia Law and are ‘no-go’ zones for non-Muslims”.66 

Added to this, anti-Muslim attitudes within the UK’s Conservative party were investigated in 

2022 – with one Conservative councillor tweeting “It seems like an invasion where eventually 

we will have complete no go areas within all of the major towns and cities where there is a high 

population of Islamic immigrants / communities”.67 

Finally, the reporting period also saw polling attitudes towards sexual minorities that was both 

concerning and illuminating. Research by Ipsos Mori found that the majority of Britons (60%) 

believe that people from LGBTQ+ communities face at least a fair amount of discrimination 

(16% say they face a great deal).68 Of the nearly 1,200 people polled, half of Britons are supportive 

of LGBT-inclusive sex education in schools, although around one in five are against..69 With 

regards to the transgender community, recent polling conducted on behalf of Stonewall, a UK-

based LGBTQ+ charity, found that attitudes towards transgender individuals was 

overwhelmingly positive – with respondents reporting a high level of respect and admiration 

towards transgender individuals when compared with disgust, pity, fear, resentment & envy.70 

Moreover, transgender issues and debates were ranked low in the public consciousness – with 

transgender individuals finishing rock bottom of a closed list of 16 issues that the public felt 

most strongly about, with just 2% of the general public identifying transgender issues as their 

top concern. Finally, researchers found that the size of the population who hold actively 

negative views towards transgender individuals was relatively small and broadly consistent 

across communities. For example, when looking at the 8% of the population who admit to 

feeling ‘disgust’ about trans people, some 52% of them also feel disgust about lesbians, 62% 
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about gay men, and 56% about bi people – thus suggesting that that transphobia continues to 

be a strong predictor of lesbophobia, biphobia and homophobia.71 

4. COVID-19 Pandemic and its impact on the level of Xenophobia and the Radicalization 

in the UK 

Like in other Western nations, Covid-19 and its spread were largely associated in the UK with 

an uptick in Sinophobia and anti-East Asian sentiments. In the United Kingdom, the most well 

publicised is the case of Jonathan Mok, a student from Singapore who was attacked at the height 

of Sinophobic fervour in Oxford Street, London, on February 24 2020; his perpetrators shouting 

“I don't want your coronavirus in my country” at him.72 In terms of official data and studies 

conducted into hate crime and victimisation, one national study – using a victimisation survey 

(n=393) - found that following the first known case of COVID-19 in the United Kingdom, 

Chinese/East Asian persons had a higher likelihood of being hate crime than members of any 

other ethnic minority groups.73 Specifically, victimization reported by Chinese/East Asian 

participants reached its highest level in March 2020 (before lockdown); it then dropped 

significantly after an initial relaxation of restrictions in May 2020. Looking more locally at 

concentrations of Chinese and East Asian populations in London, another study – based on 

Metropolitan Police Crime Recording data - did indeed also find that hate crimes against 

Chinese people increased between January and March 2020 (i.e. after the first emergence of 

Covid-19 and up to the UK’s national lockdown).74 Examining the later months, through the first 

UK lockdown and beyond, the results from the study also showed that the pandemic had an 

enduring effect on hate crimes against Chinese people beyond the immediate months in which 

Covid-19 first appeared – sustaining the pre-lockdown surge into late summer 2020. In terms of 

broader xenophobic attitudes, one survey conducted during the early phases of the pandemic 

bore out this negative trend in Sinophobic sentiment. According to a June 2020 poll, 76% of 

British Chinese had received racial slurs at least once, and 50% regularly received racial slurs, a 

significantly higher frequency than experienced by any other racial minority.75  

Finally, some far right-wing social media users took the opportunity of the pandemic to spread 

Islamophobic conspiracy theories and fake videos of Muslims flouting social distancing 
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measures and being prone to spreading the virus.76 This proclivity for victimisation was further 

born out by health statistics – with Public Health England (2020) finding that ethnic minority 

groups were more than four times more likely to die from Covid-19 than British White people.77 

Moreover, in addition to being more likely to die, ethnic minority groups were also 54% more 

likely to be fined for breaking lockdown rules than White people.78 There is therefore a growing 

body of evidence to suggest that Covid-19 and racism are intrinsically linked79 and highlight a 

clear need for further work to unpick the mechanisms that lie behind this connection so that 

future interventions can be put in place to protect the vulnerable in crisis situations like Covid-

19. 

Turning to the Covid-19 pandemic and radicalisation in the UK, some dissensus has emerged 

about the potential for isolation, lockdowns and crisis acting as a ‘perfect storm’ for heightened 

extremism in society as a whole. Disconfirming the hypothesis was a study on hateful extremism 

during the pandemic – commissioned by the UK’s Commission for Countering Extremism and 

conducted by Ipsos Mori and Rand Europe. What the study found was that – though the 

pandemic had created feelings that could be exploited by extremists – that participant generally 

blamed individuals rather than particular ethnic or religious groups, were resilient to 

disinformation and conspiracy theories circulated about the virus and that critical thinking was 

evident – even in the rare cases where people bought into blame narratives.80 Moreover, official 

counter-terror statistics surrounding individual radicalisation during the pandemic tended to 

confirm this trend - with the number of people being supported through the government’s anti-

radicalisation programme falling to 4,915 in the year ending March 31 2021 (a drop of 22% 
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compared to the previous year).81 Finally, this picture tended to differ at the group level of 

radicalisation – with the pandemic seeing  "quite significant spikes in extremist activity and also 

conspiracy theories".82 Indeed, a report written by the UK’s Commission for Countering 

Extremism concluded that extremists of all ideological stripes used the pandemic to engage in 

disinformation and fake news about minority groups which have been used by sympathisers to 

incite hatred, justify violence and to divide communities, and that the socio-economic impacts 

of COVID-19 could cause further long term instability, fear and division in Britain that might 

outlast the immediate pandemic period.83 

5. Armed conflict in Ukraine and its impact on the level of Xenophobia and Radicalism in 

the UK 

Russia holds a confused position in the hearts of the UK far right. On the one hand it retains an 

unshakeable Cold War legacy as a military rival, one that must be countered by an armed and 

assertive West. Yet accusations of Russian meddling in the election of President Trump and the 

Brexit Referendum have also fostered a degree of pro-Russian sympathy among the UK far right. 

The pro-Trump faction in particular has worked to portray Putin as a bogeyman, a paranoid 

obsession of liberals keen to explain away their electoral failures. Furthermore, Putin’s 

illiberalism and strongman reputation can be held in contrast to the perceived weakness and 

“wokeness” of the Biden administration, European Union and, increasingly, Boris Johnson’s 

government. These conflicting tendencies can be seen by the varied responses of the UK’s far 

right to the Ukraine conflict.  

The larger response has, however, been one of support for Ukraine and a demand for tougher 

action from Western governments. For example, former UKIP and Brexit Party leader Nigel 

Farage described the invasion as “part of [Putin’s] Greater Russia dream. It poses huge 

challenges to the West and will cause even more division. We have to decide on our red line”. 

Farage’s Reform UK successor, Richard Tice, went further by calling for ““shock & awe” sanctions 

against Putin & his oligarch friends especially here in the UK. Sanctions must hit them very 

hard, make them much poorer.” Yet pro-Russia sympathies have also been on display. While 

UKIP has not made a recent statement on events, an article uploaded to its website on January 

25th headlined “Britain should stop meddling in Ukraine” put the argument that the EU and 

NATO’s involvement in Ukraine represented “an attempt to snatch Ukraine out of the Russian 

sphere of influence”. David Kurten, leader of the tiny Heritage Party, has gone further with an 

unashamed endorsement of Putin, referring to a poll of his Twitter followers to declare that: “9 

times as many people trust Putin the current duplicitous, deceitful and despotic leaders who 

bring shame upon the West.” 

Turning to radical and extreme Islamists, the war in Ukraine has become something of a cause 

celebre for its adherents to rally around – with overall support of Russian aggression led by 

Vladmir Putin. Early in the war in 2022, for example, there were reports of ISIS praising the war  
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'crusaders against crusaders' and seeing it as a vector for destroying 'enemies of Islam' in the 

West more broadly through a bloody and long-drawn out military campaign.84 Moreover, more 

localised groups and factions in the UK expressed similar delight at Ukrainian difficulties – 

seeing it (again) as a sign of the chickens of Western foreign policy interventions coming home 

to roost and saw the war as “exposing the hypocrisy and blatant double standards of the West” 

compared to its prior withdrawal from Afghanistan and Iraq.85 

Finally, there was a sharp uptick in manifestations of the anti-Russian sentiment in UK society 

after the beginning of the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine. Since the invasion commenced, 

ethnic Russians and Russian-speaking immigrants from post-Soviet states in the UK reported 

rising instances of open hostility and discrimination towards them.86 This hostility was not just 

towards Russian people87; it has also been seen directed towards businesses and business elites 

as well.88 Sanctions imposed by the UK government and boycotts of Russian products became 

the norm – despite the lack of evidence that such strategies are effective and sustainable in the 

long-term at deterring Russian aggression.89  

In many senses, then, the treatment of Ukrainian refugees has on the whole been positive and 

solidaristic – backed by UK government schemes for resettlement and housing in the report 

period.90 There has, however, been criticism in some circles as to the positive treatment of 

Ukrainians versus non-white refugees during the earlier so-called Refugee Crisis in 2015.91  In 

particular, the more generous approach to Ukrainian resettlement has been contrasted with 

that of the harsher treatment of cross-channel migration, which has reached record numbers 

during the reporting period.92 ‘Stop the Boats’ has become a key target of new Prime Minister 
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Rishi Sunak’s government and includes forced repatriation for what is being framed as illegal 

migration – despite there being no legal asylum route available.93 

6. Radical Right Extremist Groupuscules, Street Movements and Parties in the UK 

The United Kingdom has often been seen as an exceptional case when it comes to the success 

of radical right parties. One key trope within the UK literature on radical right-wing extremism 

was its abject failure to make any appreciable impact upon UK electoral politics. In his 1996 

chapter in a co-edited book regarding the ‘Failure of British Fascism’, for example, Roger Griffin 

likened the UK radical right to an “ugly duckling” in comparison with some of its European 

brethren.94 Limited by a First-Past-the-Post electoral system and a political consensus in respect 

of “moderation, a hatred of fanaticism, an aversion to demagogy, uniforms and overt racism”,95 

the UK’s radical right – according to Griffin - has been left to “scratch around indefinitely 

without ever coming out as a swan”.96 It was therefore recognised that the post-war anti-fascist 

consensus and a strong civic culture had immunised the UK and its political institutions from 

all forms of radical right extremism – acting as a firewall against extremist representation in the 

UK Parliament and municipal elections.97  

Such an anti-fascist consensus and exceptionalism to radical nationalist groups and parties has, 

however, been sorely tested over the past two decades. During the 2000’s, the neo-fascist British 

National Party (BNP) started to moderate its ideology away from a more extreme form of 

palingenetic nationalism (i.e. national rebirth after a period of moral decadence) towards a 

radical right populist stance – expressing nativist and nationalist scepticism in the areas of 

immigration, welfare and the European Union.98 This was typified at the 2005 UK General 

Election when the BNP’s manifesto included pledges to withdraw from the EU, to bring back 

grammar schools, cut immigration, and increase security.99 The result of this moderation was 

significant electoral success for the party – winning more than 50 Council seats, two seats in the 

European Parliament and one on the devolved Greater London Assembly. Largely due to 

infighting over finances and the divisive character of its chairman, Nick Griffin, the party’s 

electoral bubble burst after failing to gain Parliamentary representation at the 2010 General 

Election – returning the party to the electoral wilderness and quickly spiralling into irrelevance. 

At the 2017 General Election, for example, the party was unable to score more than 4,500 votes 
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– down from just over 500,000 seven years prior.100 Moreover, at the 2019 General Election, the 

party suffered a further fall from grace – losing its only Lancashire-based councillor to 

retirement101 and only fielding one councillor in North East London who received 510 votes, thus 

coming last.102 The organisation is now largely inactive with no active campaigning during the 

reporting period.103 

As the BNP star rose and began to wane, a new party, the UK Independence Party (UKIP), came 

to take its place in the UK – again testing the UK’s resilience to extremist parties. For most of 

its history, UKIP was electorally irrelevant. Founded in 1993 as a way of converting Conservatives 

to hard Euroscepticism, its early attempts at electoral breakthrough were thwarted by infighting 

and stronger Eurosceptic opponents (such as James Goldsmith’s Referendum Party). Briefly 

successful under the leadership of Robert Kilroy-Silk in 2004, it wasn’t until Nigel Farage, a 

former City banker and one of UKIP’s first MEPs, assumed the leadership for a second time in 

November 2010 that the party took off, transforming UKIP from a single-issue movement into 

an ideologically broad-based, far-right party able to fuse anti-EU politics with socially 

conservative, anti-migrant, and anti-elitist messages.104 Becoming an insurgent actor in British 

politics it came first, ahead of all other mainstream parties, in the 2014 European Elections – in 

the process, scoring over 4 million votes at the 2015 General Election. Witnessing key defections 

from the UK Conservative Party in 2014, it was thus able to gain Parliamentary representation 

for the first time.  

Owing to the exit of Farage and seeming lack of purpose after the 2016 Brexit vote to leave the 

EU, however, the party has also entered the electoral wilderness and became more ideologically 

extreme in the monitoring period. It returned just under 600,000 votes at the 2017 General 

Election and 22,817 at the 2019 UK General Election.105106 In the interim, the party also lost nearly 

all of its Council seats at the May 2018 UK local elections.107 In this atmosphere, questions are 

rightly being about the relevance and electoral viability of the party going forward 108 - with 

former UKIP leader, Nigel Farage, using the vehicle of his new Brexit and Reform parties to 

further frustrate Conservative attempts to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic and successfully 
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negotiate a transition treaty going into 2020.109 Meanwhile, UKIP has gone through six leaders 

and slowly ensconced itself with more fringe far-right individuals (such as Tommy Robinson, 

Mark Meecham and Carl Benjamin) and outfits (such as the Democratic Football Lads Alliance) 

associated with the UK’s established extreme radical right.110 Drivers for radicalisation within 

the mainstream UK far right tend to be anti-Muslim prejudice and anti-elite sentiments – 

layered with a sense of victimhood and being shut out of mainstream political conversations. 

In parallel with the developments at the party-political level has seen the rise of culturally 

nationalist111 street movements and neo-Nazi terror cells in the UK – especially in the period 

after the BNP’s collapse. In June 2009, the anti-Islam English Defence League (EDL) street 

movement emerged as a strident voice against what it saw as the “creeping effects” of 

‘Islamisation’ in UK public life.112 Able to mobilise thousands of loyal foot soldiers for its events 

and emerging as the result of Islamist extremists demonstrating at the homecoming of UK 

troops in the Bedfordshire town of Luton, it hosted over fifty major demonstrations up and 

down the UK until the exit of its founder, Tommy Robinson, in October 2013.113 The EDL 

continues to be active – hosting 13 major demonstrations in 2017, 3 in 2018 and 1 in 2019  – but 

the scale of its demonstrations has dropped significantly – with its best turnout in the some 200 

activists in 2018.114 The current reporting period has seen the group largely go into abeyance 

with only more extreme EDL splinter groups (such as the North East Infidels and Pie n Mash 

squad) active.115 

Yet the EDL is not the only street-based movement to emerge in the wake of the BNP’s collapse. 

In May 2011, another anti-Islam protest movement and political party, Britain First, emerged on 

the UK culturally nationalist scene. Led by a former BNP Councillor, Paul Golding, Britain First 

has gained notoriety for its ‘Mosque Invasions’, ‘Christian Patrols’, and demonstrations held in 

areas with sizeable Muslim populations in the UK that are explicitly designed to provoke 

minority communities. Despite garnering a significant online following (nearly 2.3 million 

Facebook followers), it was in fact offline actions by the group caught up with the movement in 

2017 – with both leaders facing time in prison for conducting a Cardiff ‘Mosque Invasion’ in 

November 2016116 and an aggressive leafleting campaign against an Asian-owned takeaway 
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restaurants in May 2017.117 As of spring 2018, the movement and its leaders have been banned 

from Facebook and Twitter and its operations have largely been relegated to Northern Ireland.118 

The litany of criminal charges – including terrorism – lodged against its leaders has fractured 

and limited the groups largely confrontational form of activism – though it has seen a 

renaissance of late. With a 2016 civil injunction lifted on the UK mainland, it has started a 

recruitment drive, a return to its vigilante actions (this time conducting 81 visits to asylum hotels 

alone in 2022 on the cross-channel migration issue)119 as well as contesting local electoral 

contests (posting three candidates in the UK’s May 2022 local elections).120 

In addition to Britain First, several other significant extreme-right nationalist movements have 

emerged in the post-2010 period. Founded in 2013, the neo-Nazi group National Action (NA) 

has quickly established itself as one of the most violent and concerning movements to ever 

emerge on the UK extreme right. Uncompromising adherents of National Socialism and 

outspoken admirers of Hitler, the group came to public attention in 2014 after one of its 

members was convicted for racially aggravated harassment of a Liverpool Labour MP, Luciana 

Berger who is Jewish.121 In June 2015, things took a more sinister turn when NA activist Zack 

Davies was convicted of the attempted murder of a Sikh Doctor with a claw hammer and a 

machete.122 Moreover, in Summer 2019, one of NA’s more senior activists, Jack Renshaw, was 

found guilty of preparing an act of terror and given a life sentence for plotting to kill a West 

Lancashire MP, Rosie Cooper.123 After the proscription of the group as a terrorist organisation in 

December 2016, news came to light of the group’s persisting activates under the pseudonyms 

Scottish Dawn and NS131.124 Arrests and ongoing trials of individuals connected with National 

Action and its various offshoots are continuing – with serving soldiers and more than a dozen 

other individuals subsequently having been through court.125 Both National Action itself and its 

subsequent offshoots (such as the System Resistance Network and Sonnenkrieg division) have 

recently been proscribed – making membership, using the name, and activism within such 

movements a criminal offence. More specifically, former members of National Action have been 
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charged with various offences, including terror offences,126 being part of a proscribed 

organisation,127 the making of a pipe bomb,128 sex offences129 and a number of assassination 

attempts.130 Drivers at the more extreme, racially nationalist end of the UK far right tend to be 

around a sense of ethnic marginalisation,131 broader processes of social fragmentation, isolation 

& disintegration,132 and the attractiveness of violence133 as social empowerment134, all enabled by 

fringe social media platforms (e.g. Telegram and Fascist Forge) and esoteric forms of 

‘accelerationist’ and ‘Siege’ neo-Nazism on the Internet. 

Added to this, and it terms of specific organisational developments, 2020 saw the reporting of 

the emergence of two UK groups on the racially nationalist end of the far right spectrum. One 

that came to prominence was the biologically racist Patriotic Alternative who’s activities have 

mainly been restricted to leafletting, vlogging and ‘prepper’-type outdoors activities around 

issues of ‘white marginalisation’ and a ‘white lives matter’ discourse.135 They have become one 

of the key actors on the racial nationalist scene in the UK – taking the place of the English 

Defence League as one of the most active street groups. Several of their activists hark from other 

far-right groups and two of its key organisers have been charged with terrorism and incitement 

charges for distribution and circulation of racist and terroristic materials. Eschewing party 

politics, Patriotic Alternative describe themselves as undertaking a form of community activism 

that has proven successful during and after the pandemic – with the group boasting over 5000 

members. Whilst the real magnitude is closer to 300-500 committed activists, the groups use of 

more indirect soft recruitment tactics (e.g. film nights, baking competitions and gaming 

livestreams) has allowed it to attract a younger audience.  

The other more sinister group to appear on the UK’s racial nationalist scene in the reporting 

time period is the Independent Nationalist Network (INN). Set up by former BNP organiser 

Richard Lumby as a splinter of PA in 2021, Lumby told INN members in January that the group’s 
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“main direction” would be “the resistance against the global cabals”, promising to “get involved 

in the groups that are taking it to them, particularly on the vaccine issue, the COVID-passports 

etc.” 136 Most concerning, however, is the INN’s links to overtly neo-Nazi and sovereign citizen 

movements in the UK – placing it firmly on the extreme right. For example, a recent addition to 

the group is the Dudley-based Andrew Barnes, who identifies as a lifelong National Socialist and 

has previously expressed support for a number of Nazi terrorist groups, including Atomwaffen 

Division (described by Barnes as “the way forward”) and National Action (described by Barnes 

as “excellent”), both of which have been banned in the UK under anti-terror laws. Barnes has 

also agreed that the Christchurch killer Brenton Tarrant is “a good lad” and has expressed 

support for the Nazi-occult network, the Order of the Nine Angles (O9A).137 

In addition to this, and in terms of other developments on the racially nationalist side of the 

radical right scene, there have been several high profile prosecutions and arrests of national 

socialist inspired individuals planning to carry out solo-actor forms of terrorism. For example, 

in December 2018, two neo-Nazi teenagers – linked to the now proscribed Sonnenkrieg Division 

- were arrested for signalling their intent to kill Prince Harry.138 Moreover, in September 2019,  a 

Nazi-obsessed High Wycombe teenager who said it was his dream to plan a terror attack and 

vowed to fill London's streets with blood was been jailed.139 Such attempts have not gone 

unabated recently. For example in October 2020, a man was accused of radical-right extremist 

terror plot to kill solicitor at law firm that represented migrants.140 Moreover, in November 2020, 

a teenage neo-Nazi Satanist was been given a suspended sentence after admitting to attempted 

terror offences.141 Added to this, key leaders within National Action - who have been evading 

court action since proscription – were successfully indicted on proscription and terrorism 

charges in 2021 and 2022.142 We also saw the total convictions rise to a record number in 2022 - 

up to 20 compared with 18 in 2021.143 With almost half of those being prosecuted for right-wing 

terrorism in 2022 being teenagers, it is therefore no surprise that radical-right terror referrals 
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overtook that of Islamist extremists in the period under consideration and continue to be the 

most sizeable area of terrorist concern for policymakers and practitioners in this space.144 

7. Radical and Extremist Islamist Groups in the UK 

Turning to what some see as the mirror image of extreme-right nationalist groups in the UK,145 

radical Islamist groups have also been a problematic feature of the extremist scene in the UK 

over the last two decades and more recently. Mobilising a critical response to Western foreign 

policy interventions abroad, perceived illiberal security interventions at home and in some cases 

demanding the overthrow of democracy itself, several such groups have been proscribed by the 

UK Government for their fostering and support of domestic and international terrorism.146 

Prominent examples include Al-Qaida and Al-Muhajiroun – with the latter implicated in a 2007 

fertiliser bomb plot, a May 2013 case of domestic terrorism against a serving British army soldier, 

a terror attack involving a truck at London Bridge in June 2017 and the 2019 London Bridge 

stabbing attack. Like with National Action and its offshoots, Al-Muhajiroun has tried to change 

its title in order to get around proscription measures – going under the names ‘Islam4UK’, 

‘Need4Khilafah’ and ‘the Shariah Project.’ Such attempts have however been largely thwarted 

by the UK Government – with the Home Office banning subsequent iterations of these groups.  

Aside from providing foment for violent extremism, Al-Muhajiroun has also shown potential to 

create the polarising conditions needed for other forms of extremism to exist in the UK. 

Interestingly, and in a case of cumulative extremism where “one form of extremism can feed off 

and magnify other forms [of extremism]:,147 the English Defence League and its subsequent 

round of street protests across the UK emerged out of localised opposition to an Al-Muhajiroun 

protest in the South Bedfordshire town of Luton. Moreover, and in the period just before the 

one under study, it was found that earlier Islamist terror attacks in 2017 at least provided some 

tactical basis for Darren Osborne’s June 2017 Finsbury Park Mosque terror attack – with the use 

of cruder vehicular attacks becoming a key modus operandi in a broader range of terror attacks 

by the UK far right.148 Drivers for radicalisation among Islamist groups in the UK tend to revolve 

around grievances in relation the UK foreign policy, the adherence to fringe Salafist 

interpretations of Islam and (again) the perceived victimisation of fellow Muslims by the UK 

state.149 
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Another key group of note on the UK’s radical Islamist scene is the more tactically moderate, 

Hizb ut-Tahrir (HT). Part of a wider transnational pan-Islamic movement to re-establish the 

‘Islamic Khilafah’ and finding its ideological basis in a radical critique of Western democracy, 

Hizb ut-Tahrir UK was established pre-9/11 to mobilise young Muslims to its “radical, but to 

date non-violent Islamist” cause on University campuses in the early 1990s.150 Courting 

controversy for its “anti-semitic, anti-western and homophobic views”,151 HT has been 

considered for proscription on several occasions in 2005, 2007, 2009 and 2015. However, and 

largely due to successful ideological moderation and counter-tactics after the 2005 London 

Bombings, the organisation has never received a UK Government ban. This therefore cuts to the 

quick of legal versus normative restrictions around such groups – with many ministers hesitant 

to ban HT UK due to its largely non-violent nature.152 It also comes amidst news just before the 

reporting period (2017) that Indonesia has been the latest of thirteen Arab and non-Arab 

countries to ban HT for threatening “national unity”.153 

Criticised for unfairly targeting and stigmatising the UK’s Muslim community at the start of the 

UK government’s attempts to combat Islamist extremism early on in the twenty-first century, 

there have however been several additional security measures to deal with this variety of 

extremism by the UK state. For example, while the UK government can’t close a private religious 

institution, the UK’s 2015 Counter-Extremism Strategy bestowed a duty on the UK’s education 

regulator Ofsted to inspect Islamic schools (or ‘Madrassas’) for signs of extremism.154 Moreover, 

and under the strategy, the UK government also commissioned the Home Office’s Extremism 

Analysis Unit to investigate links between international funding and Islamist groups in the 

UK.155 In addition, and going back a bit further, Schedule 7 of the Terrorism Act 2000 has been 

criticised for allow police officers to engage in religious profiling in the post-9/11 environment, 

allowing officers to interrogate individuals on subjects as varied as the number of times a day 

they pray, the names of mosques they attend, their understanding of the term jihad, their 

knowledge of Muslim community groups and organisations.156 Finally, and while extremist 

literature cannot be banned in the UK,157 the government and law enforcement do keep a track 
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of literature circulated among Islamist extremists (and other extremist groups in general), 

including works by works by Sayyid Qutb, Abdullah Azzam, Abu Mohammed al-Maqdissi, Abu 

Musab as-Suri, Ayman al-Zawahiri, Usama bin Laden and Anwar Al Awlaki.158 

One high profile case - in relation to Islamist Extremism - that has continued to animate much 

public debate and press attention during the reporting period is that of Shamima Begum. A 

British-born woman, Begum entered Syria to join the terror group Islamic State of Iraq and the 

Levant (ISL) at the age of 15 along with two other school friends at Bethnal Green Academy in 

London. Begum married a fellow ISIL member 10 days after her arrival and had three children 

who all died young. In 2019 UK Home Secretary Sajid Javid announced that he had made an 

order depriving Begum of British citizenship.159 Under international law the UK government 

could not deprive her of British citizenship if such deprivation would leave her stateless.160 

However, the UK government contended that Begum was a dual national, also holding 

citizenship of Bangladesh, and was not therefore made stateless by the decision. What made the 

case murkier still was that in August 2022 it was revealed that Begum had helped to travel to 

Syria to join the Islamic State by a Canadian intelligence agent.161 On 22 February 2023, it was 

reported that the Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC) had ruled that the 

revocation of her citizenship was lawful.162 This sparked a series of debates in the UK about the 

extent to which foreign fighters fully appreciate or know their role in foreign conflict and the 

extent of activity needed in order to provide full scale activism for the cause. 

8. Radical and Extreme Left Groups in the UK 

Far-left politics in the United Kingdom have existed since at least the 1840s, with the formation 
of various organisations following ideologies such as Marxism, revolutionary 
socialism, communism, anarchism and syndicalism. Following the 1917 Russian Revolution and 
developments in international Marxism, new organisations advocated ideologies such 
as Marxist–Leninism, Left Communism and Trotskyism. Following the 1949 Chinese 
Revolution, further international developments from the 1960s led to the emergence 
of Maoist and later Hoxhaist groups. Political schisms within these tendencies created a large 
number of new political organisations, particularly from the 1960s to the 1990s. The mid 1990s 
onwards saw a series of far-left joint initiatives to build "alternative electoral vehicles" in the 
"political space outside of Labour" following Labour's continuing realignment to the political 
centre and crackdown on entryism. The latter had resulted in Militant's open turn and split in 
1991 and the proscription of Socialist Organiser in 1990. 
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The first of these attempts at reorganisation were the Socialist Labour Party (1996), led by 

Arthur Scargill, a left-wing (rather than far-left) party which was nevertheless the site of 

competing struggles for far-left influence, and subsequent splits. This was followed by a 

succession of left-wing campaigns, coalitions and parties, and some also labelled as far-left, 

including Respect (2004) and the Trade Unionist and Socialist Coalition (2010). None of these 

achieved an electoral breakthrough, and with the ascendancy of Jeremy Corbyn to leadership of 

the Labour Party in 2015, the majority of groups to the left of the Labour Party (both left-wing 

and far-left) paused their activity. Some smaller groups such as Workers Power and Alliance for 

Workers' Liberty then dissolved or deregistered in order to enter or publicly support Labour. 

Beyond engagement with street-based and campaign-based extra-parliamentary activity, there 

is very little in the way of active or relevant far left radicalism in the UK during the current 

reporting period. Most organisations cleave to more mainstream elements of the Labour 

Movement, are relegated to the fringe (such as the Socialist Worker’s Party, Communist Party 

or Workers Party) or occupy a space within eco-radical groups. In this latter sense, there has 

been a large-scale increase in activities – with groups like Extinction Rebellion, Insulate UK and 

Stop Oil! performing acts of civil disobedience in order to bring policymakers attention to the 

impending global climate crisis. Finally, there is also a fusion at the street protest movement 

level with anti-racist and anti-fascist organisations (such as Stand Up to Racism and Unite 

against Fascism) but these have been largely dormant since the heyday of the English Defence 

League some ten years ago. When it comes to the Ukraine, the UK’s opposition leader Sir Keir 

Starmer has taken a decidedly strident internal stance – threatening to to expel apologists for 

Vladimir Putin from his Labour party, after nearly a dozen of them signed a letter criticising 

NATO’s role in the Ukraine crisis in February 2022.163   

Politicians on the far left and populist right in the UK have expressed sympathy for Putin’s claim 

that NATO expansionism was forcing him to take action in Ukraine – including former Labour 

leader and ‘Stop the War’ campaigner, Jeremy Corbyn. 

9. Hate Crime 

Since 2007, hate crime has been administratively defined in the UK as “any criminal offence 

which is perceived, by the victim or any other person, to be motivated by hostility or prejudice 

towards someone based on a personal characteristic.”164 British police officers can flag instances 

of hate crime (alongside other forms of crime) based upon one or more monitored strands that 

include race or ethnicity; religion or beliefs; sexual orientation; disability; and transgender 

identity.165 While race and religious hate crimes might factor as a motivation for a wide number 

of offences (for example, harassment, assault and criminal damage), racially and religiously 

aggravated offences in the UK are defined separately by law.166 Both racially and religiously 

aggravated and non-aggravated offences, however, appear on the hate crime database under the 

first and second strands. Moreover, hate crime can extend to individuals who are wrongly 

targeted if they perceive that they have received abuse under the five monitoring strands. 
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Finally, hate crimes based on age, gender and terrorist incidents are excluded from officially 

reported figures, as they are not deemed specific enough in nature to constitute a hate crime 

offence.167 

The 2020-2023 period saw several upticks in hate crime activity in the UK. During May, June 

and July 2020, there were unprecedented increases in both racially or religiously aggravated and 

non-aggravated public fear, alarm or distress offences - following the Black Lives Matters 

protests and far-right groups’ counter-protests in England and Wales following the death of 

George Floyd on the 25 May in the USA.168 Moreover, in January and February 2020, the number 

of offences was higher than the previous year – this was due to increases in Sinophobic 

sentiments but also was driven by general crime recording improvements and a greater 

proportion of victims coming forward. As the Figure 2 below suggests, extraneous events 

(outside of the reporting practices and surges in more general levels of crime) also influenced 

an uptick in racially-motivated hate crime offences – with the 2016 Brexit referendum and 2017 

UK Islamist terror attacks seeing 62,685 and 71,251 offences recorded between March 2016 - 

March 2017 and March 2017 - March 2018, respectively.169 The largest spike in hate crime 

occurred immediately after the 2016 EU Referendum and 2017 terror attacks – with just over 

5,500 and 6,000 offences recorded in July 2016 and June 2017.170 Finally,  it has been noted 

subsequent releases of hate crime statistics in the past two years since have – with record levels 

of crimes reported - mainly been driven by improvements in crime recording by the police and 

greater confidence in victims (especially from sexual minorities) coming forward to report 

incidents.171 
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Figure 1: Number of Racially or Religiously Aggravated Offences recorded by the UK Police by 

month, April 2015 – March 2022 (Source: Police recorded crime, Home Office) 

 

Figure 2: Number of Racially or Religiously Aggravated Offences recorded by the UK Police by 

month, April 2013 – March 2018 

(Source: UK Police recorded Crime, UK Home Office) 

 



Looking beyond officially reported statistics, hate crime reported to third party recording 

agencies also saw an appreciable uptick in antisemitic, homophobic and anti-Muslim hate crime 

in the period under consideration. The Community Security Trust (CST), a body specifically set 

up to protect the UK Jewish community in 1984, reported that it had also recorded its highest 

annual total of antisemitic incidents in January - December 2021.172 In particular, the CST found 

recorded 173 antisemitic assaults and 82 incidents of Damage and Desecration of Jewish 

property.173 In particular, the CST found that these record figures were related to the volume of 

anti-Jewish reactions to the escalation of conflict in Israel and Palestine in 2021. In May, the 

month when the conflict peaked, CST recorded its highest ever monthly total of 661 antisemitic 

incidents.174 2022 saw the CST record a return to what they call a post-2016 ‘new normal’ in year 

on year figures – with a 27% decrease to 1,652 anti-Jewish hate incidents recorded nationwide.175  

Other third party organisations also highlighted the record rise of homophobic hate crime 

during the period under review. In February 2022, the gay rights charity, Stonewall, responded 

to the release of Home Office statistics that showed doubling in hate crimes based on sexual 

orientation from four years prior.176 Lisa Power, one of Stonewall’s Founders, described the 

uptick as “happen[ing] all too often”.177 Moreover, in December 2021 as a result of Freedom of 

Information requests by the UK’s Press Association, it was found that police forces recorded 

2,389 homophobic and 371 transphobic offences in June 2021, the highest number of any 

calendar month in three years.178 Such a rise in offences came after the lifting of all lockdown 

measures in England and was seen as an expression of attribution of blame and intolerance 

towards minority communities in the UK.179 

Finally, and turning to expressions of Islamophobia during the reporting period, officially 

reported Islamophobic hate crimes in England and Wales remained stable as the most common 

religiously aggravated form of hate crime in the UK (42%), according to Home Office 

statistics.180 The number of religious hate crimes recorded by police and targeting Muslims was 

3,459 in the year ending March 2022, showing a 3% decrease over the previous year and a further 
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7% drop on the year prior.181 Whilst a statistical decrease was recorded and anti-Semitic hate 

crime increased, an uptick in incidences of Islamophobic rhetoric were also anecdotally 

reported as a result of prejudice animated by the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, a recent 

study carried out by Imran Awan, Professor at Birmingham City University, and Roxana Khan-

Williams concluded that Islamophobic online ‘cyber hubs’ were being formed which linked 

Muslims to the spread of COVID-19 in the form of spreading anti-Muslim memes and sharing 

fake news stories.182 Moreover, key far-right figures in the UK spread misinformation to their 

followers in order to stir-up Islamophobia – with former EDL leader Tommy Robinson posting 

an old video which showed worshippers leaving a mosque in Birmingham during lockdown and 

far-right influencer Katie Hopkins issuing a potentially incendiary tweet that “like India, UK too 

should physically assault British Muslims praying in public.”183 Finally, and perhaps most 

worryingly, the decrease in official statistics masks perhaps the true extent of actual 

Islamophobic hate crime. For example, there was no third-party recording during the time 

period – with Tell MAMA not issuing their usual bi-annual reports during the time period.184 

10. Conclusions  

Mainly owing to the incidence of several ‘trigger events’ (such as xenophobic public 

pronouncements by politicians, terror attacks and large-scale migration events), the period 

under study has shown a troubling increase in religious and racial intolerance in the UK. In 

stark contrast, the electoral fortunes of radical right parties remain at an all-time low. As shown 

above, what, however, explains this apparent paradox is the organisational fragmentation and 

marginalisation of the UK radical right, radical left and radical Islamists by mainstream forces. 

In particular, repeated Government proscriptions and, for the radical right, the ability of the 

Conservative Party to adopt socially conservative policies and be seen as the most competent 

deliverer of a ‘hard’ Brexit immediately after the June 2016 Referendum has ensured that the 

Tory party is the main beneficiary of the radical right’s electoral collapse. The uptick in hate 

crime after several pronouncements by senior politicians (e.g. Russophobic comments by Tom 

Tugendhat and anti-Muslim comments by the aforementioned Conservative Councillor) and 

international events (e.g. BLM protests and COVID-19) can therefore be seen as part of a 

hardening of popular racism in the UK.  

Overall, despite these troubling trends (not least the continuing issues of Islamophobia and 

antisemitism in the main Conservative and Labour parties), however, the climate of 

humanitarian norms and safeguards against discrimination has largely held. According to the 

recent surveys, positive popular attitudes towards migrants from within and outside EU states 

has risen markedly in UK, whilst concerns over immigration seem to have evaporated in the 

wake of the 2016 EU referendum. As a recent study at King’s College London has shown, this 

may be less a signal of the ease at which the UK people accept foreigners at the individual level 
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and more a reaction to their demands on greater immigration restrictions being met at the 

policy level (though there is a small element of regret in there).185 Moreover, the UK has a 

developed system of equality and anti-incitement laws that has gone some way in safeguarding 

ethnic or religious minorities from threats by radical right groups and ideologues. Additionally, 

awareness of hate crime reporting, as well as the methodologies for capturing hate attacks, have 

also improved substantially over the last handful of years. Whilst underreporting remains a 

substantial challenge, victims from religious, racial and sexual minorities have become more 

confident in reporting crimes motivated by prejudice and open hostility, based upon their 

protected characteristics. 

In sum, then, while this report shows that there has been concerning upticks in hate crime, 

xenophobia and radicalism over the period of reporting, strong, organised forms of hatred have 

become more fractured and continue to have decreasing bearing on popular attitudes.186 

Moreover, awareness and reporting of such instances has increased. Government and third-

party organisations should therefore actively focus their attention on building on this strong 

foundation – making the recording of hate crime, xenophobia and radicalism even more 

prevalent and continuing to curb hate groups where criminal intent is evident, thus going some 

way to explaining the ‘immigration positivity vs. hate crime increase’ paradox. This will help the 

protection of minorities and prevent the spread of radicalism in the years to come. There also 

needs to be greater unity between individuals on either side of the political divide in order that 

radical groups do not seize on the opportunity of division of key social and cultural issues to 

further their own ethnical and cultural supremacist agendas. 

11. Recommendations 

Xenophobia, racism and extremism are intractable problems in any society. The UK is no 

different in this regard. The below policy recommendations are advanced, therefore, in order to 

chip away at this edifice, ranging from the more straightforward to more complex, global to 

local and online to offline solutions in tackling these issues: 

A. One of the key stumbling blocks for better reporting of hate crimes in the UK has been 

the online space. Unlike other European countries (like France, Germany and Belgium), 

the UK does not have a legislative framework for bringing internet companies to bare 

on online harms that might have real offline consequences. Better online intervention 

and regulation in the UK - as well as international agreements and conventions to 

sanction internet companies for inaction- would help mitigate the propagation of hate 

speech online. The UK already has such an online harms bill ready for consideration but 

– at the time of writing – there are significant delays to its enactment.187 The writer of 

this report encourages the UK government to bring forward such legislation and for 

social media companies to be bolder in their approach of sanctioning individual acts of 

hate speech and extremism where they exist on their platforms. 

B. An additional legislative stumbling block when it comes to racial and religious hatred in 

the UK is the lack of a government-back definition for a particular type of prejudice that 
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has sadly become too prevalent in the past twenty years: anti-Muslim prejudice. Whilst 

many extra-parliamentary organisations have put pressure on the UK government to 

accept a version (similar to International Holocaust Remembrance Association 

definition of antisemitism),188 concerns over infringement of free speech and (even) 

rendering counter terror operations within the Muslim community ineffective have 

been suggested as key barriers to change.189 However, the adoption of such a definition 

– that included free speech provisions - by authorities would better enable UK 

government, law enforcement, online companies and statutory bodies in policing anti-

Muslim criminality and prejudice – especially in the wake of xenophobic mobilisations 

and domestic terror attacks. Inroads have been made in sidestepping the 

aforementioned free speech issues attached to the use of Islamophobia and it is the 

author’s opinion that a definition using the very specific, core concept of ‘anti-Muslim 

hatred’ should be adopted to circumvent the mislabelling of legitimate criticism.190 

C. Staying on the issue of definitions, one thorn that continues to prevent better responses 

to radical-right extremism in the UK is the lack of a clear conceptualisation of what 

constitutes radical (i.e. acceptable) and extreme (i.e. problematic) representations of 

this particular ideology. Whilst German Basic Law is very clear that the ‘radical’ right 

(hostile to, but accepting of, the democratic order) and ‘extreme’ right groups (who 

reject liberal democracy and aim to overthrow the system, often through violent means) 

should be treated separately, there is no such similar statute in the UK. The closest that 

the UK government has come to seizing such a challenge is defining what it means by 

extremism as part of its own 2015 Counter-Extremism Strategy (i.e. “vocal or active 

opposition to fundamental British values, including democracy, the rule of law, 

individual liberty and mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and beliefs”), but 

even then this is vague and has been criticised in many quarters as unhelpful.191192 Due 

to the expansive nature of the definition, the Government’s Commission on Counter-

Extremism has helpfully proposed a new category to the government’s recommended 

definition of ‘extremism’ to ‘hateful extremism’ (or “Behaviours that can incite and 

amplify hate, or engage in persistent hatred, or equivocate about and make the moral 

case for violence; beliefs that are hateful, hostile or supremacist and which target specific 

groups as posing a threat to the wellbeing, survival or success of the majority; and which 
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causes – or is likely to cause - harm to individuals, communities or wider society.”).193 I, 

like others who have written on this subject, still think that such a categorisation simply 

adds another definition rather than tackling the specific threat of extremism – and for 

that matter radical right extremism - itself.194 The upshot of this is that we in the UK 

need better national and international definitions of extremism that adopt the 

radical/extreme distinction but also maps the broad constellation of groups that make 

up specific extremisms. For example, in case of the contemporary radical right, a 

definition that encompasses all the ideological variety within this extremist milieu  (an 

example Bjørgo and Ravndal’s (2019) conceptualisation of cultural, ethnic and racial 

nationalism) would help to provide a more nuanced and targeted approach when 

tackling the sources of grievances that animate such groups in the offline and virtual 

space.195 

D. Descending from the macro to the micro level, better community-based initiative are 

needed in order to tackle both the polarising, stigmatising and racialising barbs that 

have become seized upon by UK extremist groups at a local level.196 Beyond COVID-19, 

efforts at fostering community contact through shared initiatives and cultural events – 

based on the findings of experiments into group contact theory197 - might be the best 

avenues to combat forms of religious and racial prejudice as well as the need to combat 

forms of disadvantage that stop minorities from accessing official resources or facilities. 

Moreover, greater responsiveness by local officials and politicians to those at the ‘tipping 

point’ of supporting radical nationalist or Islamist groups might help offset their feelings 

of being ‘shut out’ from the prevailing systems of the state. Added to this, experts, 

policymakers and public officials need to be very careful in the language that they use 

to label different communities and radical groups when engaging in local initiatives. For 

example, it may be unhelpful to use ‘white working class’ or ‘Islamist’ for such varied 

communities, with different social and faith backgrounds, as stigmatisation through can 

lead to further radicalisation. Instead, a more nuanced picture of ‘community’ needs to 

be held in mind that captures the complexity of issues and vulnerabilities at play that 

might lead someone down the road of extremism and similarly mainstream actions that 

can hold zealots in a cycle of radical activism. 

E. The penultimate and linked recommendation - at a more cultural level – is elite rhetoric 

around issues of race and religion. In the UK (and arguably further abroad), there is need 

in our current moment to be far more tempered in our public racial and religious 
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discourse, in order to reduce potential tensions or a ‘licence for hate’ that might occur 

from malformulated comments. Recent campaigns by UK parliamentarians have 

suggested that “a politics of hate and division has emboldened racist and sexist abuse 

on a scale neither of us thought we would ever see again”.198 By signing a code of conduct 

or pledge to use more responsible and compassionate language, elites can show their 

effort and part in reducing attacks against religious and racial minorities that often spike 

in response to corrosive comments from the very top.  

F. A final and related suggestion would be around better research and funding for 

programmes that mitigate the harmful effects of radical-right extremist narratives that 

circulate in the online space. Whilst in its infancy, research has shown that such 

counter-narratives need to be emotive, powerful and change-oriented in order to be 

effective among their target audiences.199 They also need to be inserted in tricky to 

navigate (and sometimes closed) online ‘echo chambers’ by practitioners and 

researchers to scope out the possibility of such actions puncturing the sort of group 

think that legitimises prejudicial (and sometimes violent) ideations against particular 

minorities.200 Such tools may be crucial in the future to mitigate polarisation and stop 

people venturing down the path of extremism in the first place. 
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